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LE MANS - 20 November 

Race 1 

1. GOT LUCK - Ninth in 1200m Chantilly Class 2. This is much easier. 
Contender. 

2. SIXNTWOTHREES - First start in France. Third 1600m Pontefract and won 
won at Windsor 1600m before that. Player. 

3. FLAMENGO POKER - Very poor in last three runs. Can be overlooked. 

4. ORIGNY - Eighth in Saint Cloud 2000m claimer on second start. Needs to 
improve. 

5. MILTON - Showed little in 1700m Saint-Brieuc maiden latest and dismissed 
based on that. 

6. PRETTY PLAYER - Consistent in claiming races at around 1600m and 
ruled out. 

7. CHANTEUSE - Won Amiens claiming race 1650m two starts ago. 
Consistent at this level. 

8. IMPERIAL BEAUTY - Seventh in 1500m Deauville claming race and needs 
to find more to feature. 

9. PERFIDIOUS ALBION - Seventh in Saint Cloud 200m claimer latest and a 
12 race maiden. Needs to improve but may well do. 

10. SOUTHWIND - Eleventh on debut in 1600m Angers maiden and needs to 
find more. 

11. FOREVER CLEMENTINE - Finished third last two runs both claimers and 
is a place chance again. 

12. BOUVINES - Well beaten in this grade over 1650m Amiens. Others 
preferred. 

13. HEARTFUL MELODY - Last in 1600m Chantilly maiden and looks 
outclassed here. 

Summary 

SIXNTWOTHREES (2) delivered a good level of form over this 1600m trip in 
England including a third at Pontefract and a win at Windsor. May replicate on 
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French debut. GOT LUCK (1) drops in grade from a Chantilly Class 2 over 
1200m. Set to challenge with the extra distance suiting. FOREVER 
CLEMENTINE (11) is consistent. Raced in claiming events and can go well 
once again in this grade. The same can be said of CHANTEUSE (7) whose 
1650m win at Amiens looks quite good in this field. 

Selections 

SIXNTWOTHREES (2) - GOT LUCK (1) - FOREVER CLEMENTINE (11) - 

CHANTEUSE (7) 

Race 2 

1. ROUGE TERRE - Close second 1350m handicap Nancy six days ago and 
placed previous three runs. Contender. 

2. GRISDELUX - Fourth in 1600m claimer at Machecoul. Needs to find more. 

3. MOREMI - Saint Cloud 1600m fifth is better than previous few runs and 
may be getting back to form. Place chance. 

4. LEAD EDGE - Showed little in Dieppe 1100m claimer and needs to 
improve for the extra distance. 

5. PANTHERA TIGRIS - Inconsistent recently but was better two starts ago in 
1400m Angers handicap. 

6. RED THE WEST - Needs to improve on Nort-Sur-Erdre 1800m maiden 
seventh to feature. 

7. MEHANYDREAM - Well beaten seventh Nancy 1350m handicap six days 
ago. Out of form but capable of better. 

8. THUNDERDOME - Thirteen raced maiden but placed last three runs and 
latest third over this distance at Strasbourg reads well. 

9. BASSMATCHI - Won Longchamp handicap 1300m two starts ago. Now 
worse in weights with re-opposing Thunderdome. Place chances here. 

10. ALL REVVED UP - Last of eight at Nancy 1350m six days go. Others 
preferred. 

Summary 

ROUGE TERRE (1) came out on top when a few of these met in a 1350m 
handicap at Nancy. Can remain ahead. THUNDERDOME (8) is gong well 
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without winning recently and is now 3.5 kgs better off for a 2L deficit in a 
Longchamp 1300m handicap to BASSMATCHI (9) who won that day. Might 
have to settle for a placing here. MOREMI (3) looks to be finding form again 
after a 1600m fifth at Saint Cloud. Set to go well. RED THE WEST (6) 
delivered an improved effort finishing midfield in latest at Nort-Sur-Erdre on a 
soft track when favourite. Might also place. 

Selections 

ROUGE TERRE (1) - THUNDERDOME (8) - BASSMATCHI (9) - MOREMI 

(3) - RED THE WEST (6) 

Race 3 

1. HINDOUISTE - Finished third last two starts including last time at Brehal 
2300m. Going up 900m and needs to find a little more. 

2. HOPLABOUM - Clear second here on debut 2300m when well beaten but 
eight length ahead of third. Player. 

3. HARESCA DU TABERT - Fifth in Durtal 2300m G3 on second start and a 
chance back down in grade. 

4. HIATUS - Second in Argentan 2800m maiden before eighth behind 
Haresca Du Tabert latest. Needs more. 

5. HAVANAISE DUMAINE - Well beaten in Durtal 2300m maiden on debut. 
Needs massive improvement. 

6. HOLIDAYS - Tenth on debut over 2300m Durtal. Others preferred. 

7. HYJIE - Encouraging fourth on debut in 2300m Durtal maiden. Chance. 

8. HURRICANY - Paray-Le Monial fifth on only start over 2400m. Chance if 
improves on that. 

9. HARIBOISE - Debut today an probably best watched. 

10. HISTOIRE SIMPLE - Debutante but is one who may be capable of 
running well first time. 

11. HOZORA - Third over hurdles at Compiegne over 3400m on only start. 
Place chance if fit after break. 

12. HERMINE DE TURGEON - First career start and one to note if market 
support is strong. 
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Summary 

HOPLABOUM (2) finished a clear second here on debut over 2300m. 
Assuming the extra distance is not a problem could win this. HARESCA DU 
TABERT (3) was fifth in a 2300m Durtal G3 and is the main challenger back 
down in grade. HYJIE (7) outran a few of these on debut in a 2300m Durtal 
contest. Can challenge. HERMINE DE TURGEON (12) might go well 
returning from a break after a good hurdle debut and has stamina assured. 

Selections 

HOPLABOUM (2) - HARESCA DU TABERT (3) - HYJIE (7) - HERMINE DE 

TURGEON (12) 

Race 4 

1. HAPPY DE REVE - Fourth here 2300m. Needs to improve and others 
preferred. 

2. HOURVARI SARAMOUR - Debut 2400m third at Paray-Le-Monial behind 
runaway winner. Clear of fourth and a big player. 

3. HEMINGWAY DU LYS - Showed little when seventh at Saumur 3200m but 
needs to find more. 

4. HARRY BROWN - Encouraging debut fifth over 3000m Senonnes-
Pouance. One to shortlist. 

5. HELP TO WIN - Beaten a long way when sixth on only start 3200m at 
Saumur. Improvement needed. 

6. HELLO DES BRUYERES - Behind when eighth at Durtal 2300m. Not one 
for this. 

7. HEROS DE LA COUR - Debut and best watched. 

8. HENN SEE - This is first run. Has a nice profile and market support a 
guide. 

9. HARTUR D'OUDAIRIES - Debut. Others preferred unless market has 
confidence. 

10. HEROS - Needs to be smart to win this on debut. 

11. HAPPY DU MESNIL - Best to watch on first start unless strong support in 
market. 
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12. HORCALIN - Another debutant where markets will be a guide. 

Summary 

HOURVARI SARAMOUR (2) looks best. Almost ran down winner over 2400m 
at Paray-Le-Monial on debut. The extra distance is sure to suit. HARRY 
BROWN (4) finished a respectable fifth making a 3000m debut at Senommes-
Pouance. Holds good place chances. HAPPY DU REVE (1) is the only other 
to show any real glimpses of form so far. Could also challenge. HELP TO WIN 
(5) was well beaten on debut but could improve here. 

Selections 

HOURVARI SARAMOUR (2) - HARRY BROWN (4) - HAPPY DE REVE (1) - 

HELP TO WIN (5) 

Race 5 

1. MILOS EMERY - Fourth at Pornichet 2400m. Nine race maiden but 
consistent. Place chance. 

2. MONTE CINTO - Durtal 2000m sixth better than other recent runs but 
others preferred. 

3. BOHEMIAN'S RHAPSODY - Course and distance maiden fifth in June and 
this is first run since. Chance if fit. 

4. VOLYNKA - Back in a maiden after recent handicaps. Ninth in Class 2 
handicap Longchamp 2000m is better than it looks. 

5. PEACE OF CHARM - Some promise on debut 2000m Durtal fifth however 
needs to improve. 

6. THIRSTY - Fifth in Amiens 1650m claiming race isn't good enough here. 

7. MISTER MONEY - Debut here andprobably best watched. 

8. SWAPAN - Fourth but beaten a long way at small track of Beaupreau 
2400m. Needs more. 

9. PRESSBURG - First race. Needs to be smart to win this on debut. 

10. LOUGIE LOUP - Pulled up in a 3800m hurdle at Erbray and shown little 
previously. Ignore. 
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11. UNA CHILENA - First run on flat here. Tenth in 3500m hurdle at Le 
Touquet in September. Overlooked. 

12. HYSTERIQUE - Durtal 2000m sixth in a maiden on debut represents a 
place chance with improvement. 

13. TINALIK SUN - Tailed off on only start at Chantilly in a 2000m maiden. 
Best watched. 

14. O REN ISHII - Beaten long way in Newcastle (UK) 1600m novice but was 
better on debut. Could improve. 

15. SEA OF DOVES - First run here and best to watch unless market 
confidence. 

Summary 

BOHEMIAN'S RHAPSODY (3) was encouraging over this course and 
distance in June on only his third start. If fit following a lay off could be hard to 
beat. MILOS EMERY (1) is consistent. Can challenge for a placing again. 
HYSTERIQUE (12) can also be considered with improvement expected 
following a 2000m sixth on debut. VOLYNKA (4) raced in handicaps recently 
and may appreciate maiden company. Could go well. 

Selections 

BOHEMIAN'S RHAPSODY (3) - MILOS EMERY (1) - HYSTERIQUE (12) - 

VOLYNKA (4) 

Race 6 

1. SPEED OF MOTIVATOR - Clairfontaine 2900m handicap fifth better than 
other recent runs. Place chance. 

2. HEXIS - Close third at Lyon Parilly 2200m in a similar class 3 handicap. 
Shortlist. 

3. ABOU DREAM - Only eleventh in class 3 Pornichet 2400m handicap. 
Needs to recapture form. 

4. JOJO - 2000m Angers claimer win latest but beaten long way in handicaps 
at this level previously. 

5. PEACH AND VANILLA - Seventh in Angers 2300m handicap in only run in 
2020. Can improve. 
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6. LODI - Disappointing this year before before 2400m claiming second in 
June. First run since, and best watched. 

7. KIROZ - Last two runs are improvement on previous form. 2950m Cholet 
handicap win two starts ago. Chance. 

8. ESPRIT ESTULA - Three average runs recently since a break since 2017. 
Best watched. 

9. POULFOS - Fairly consistent at around this level. Third Angers 2100m 
class 3 handicap two runs ago. Shortlist. 

10. HERISHEF - Good seconds at Angers 2100m latest and Craon 2200m 
three runs ago. Place chance here 

11. LOVELY SAM - Racing mainly over hurdles recently. Sixth in Machecoul 
2350m flat race latest. Overlooked. 

12. QUEEN'S OF MARSHAL - 2000m Durtal Class 4 third is good but still 
needs to improve to feature. 

13. MYBOYGILLES - Went backwards after good early season form. Last run 
a poor Deauville fifteenth in July so best watched. 

14. TRES RUSH - Not disgraced when ninth but not beaten far in class 2 
Saint Cloud 3000m handicap. Shortlist for a place. 

15. SIMFAUST - Toulouse third 2100m handicap. Others preferred for the 
win. 

Summary 

TRES RUSH (14) wasn't beaten far when ninth in a better race at Saint Cloud 
latest and can win. HERISHEF (10) can add another placing to recent 
seconds at Angers and Craon. Has claims. POULFOS (9) and HEXIS (2) are 
others who are consistent at this level with each way prospects. LOVELY 
SAM (11) was a well beaten sixth over 2350m at Machecoul and could be 
involved on best form. PEACH AND VANILLA (5) may also improve having 
had just one run in 2020. 

Selections 

TRES RUSH (14) - HERISHEF (10) - POULFOS (9) - HEXIS (2) - LOVELY 

SAM (11) - PEACH AND VANILLA (5) 


